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MID-TERM AND FINAL EVALUATION
for primary school
It’s communicated to the families that since this schoolyear the mid-term and final evaluation for the
learning will be expressed, for each study discipline in the National Indications also the new multidisciplinary learning of “educazione civica”, through a descriptive judgement written in the
evaluation document and referred to the different learnings that will substitute the grading.
The evaluation document of the first mid-term of our institute, will have two columns: one with the
disciplines and another one with the level of learning. The description for every level will be linked to the
document.
In the evaluation document there are the four levels proposed by the Decrets (Advanced, Intermediate,
Basic and being purchased for the first time) and the description is link to the subject.
At the following point you can find the descriptions of the levels:
ADVANCED: the student sees the completion dutes in known and unknown situations, using a great amout
of resources both given by the teachers or somewhere else autonomously.
INTERMEDIATE : the student sees the completion dutes in known situations autonomously and
continually; solves dutes in unknown situations using resources both given by the teachers or somewhere
else even if not always continually or autonomously.
BASIC: the student sees the completion dutes in known situations using resources given by the teachers,
both autonomously but not continually, both not autonomously but continually.
BEING PURCHASED FOR THE FIRST TIME: the student sees the completion dutes only in known situations
and only through the teacher’s help and thanks to the resources given by the teachers.

As regards “Catholic Religion” and “Alternative to the Catholic religion” there are not different things.
The evaluation of disable students will be done in respect of PEI, while for DSA students will be done in
respect of PDP.
For further information and insights about the evalaution, even for the delivery of the evaluation document
for the mid-term evaluation, you can take part to the videoconference on:

1st February 2021 from 19 to 20
https://eu.bbcollab.com/collab/ui/session/guest/aa3e2743a7964c70b3c2f86a02569eb4
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